Abstract-This paper presents an initial approach related to modeling resiliency for cyberphysical systems. It discusses the concept and definitions of resiliency and outlines the process of building a model of resiliency. Through analogies with feedback control and fault tolerance, the Design for Resilience is addressed, where the design of the controller component of a cyberphysical system needs to account for potential safety hazards and security threats, with awareness of its internal faults and vulnerabilities. This model is validated against other approaches to modeling resilience described in the literature, followed by a discussion of the resilience metrics. The paper concludes with presenting the strategy of modeling resiliency, based on the assumption that one cannot guarantee absolute protection against attacks, or failures, but can aim at providing successful recovery after disruptions. With safety and security as essential resiliency components, an extended model is proposed involving an attacker, suggesting appropriate performance metric reflecting the distance between the normal state and the degraded state. A model-based environment Möbius, from the University of Illinois, is considered in helping to evaluate resiliency under various operational scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
LTHOUGH resiliency is essentially a concept adopted in medicine and health science [1] and relates to patient's resistance in response to disease, in common sense, resiliency (or resilience) is often associated with natural or ecological systems demonstrating tolerance to, and respective recovery from, disasters, such as earthquakes, floods, hurricanes, etc. [2] . The concept has been also extended to human-made environments, such as supply chains [3] , transportation networks [4] , military operations [5] , etc., which are called resilient if they can tolerate some major failures or disruptions and smoothly return to normal operational capability. Recent books in systems engineering take note of additional aspects of resiliency, including redundancy [6] , adaptability [7] , and safety as the ability to succeed under varying conditions [8] . In computing, and in cyberphysical systems in particular, the term resilience has been adopted to describe the computer system's ability to restore its original functionality after a loss [9] - [11] . In a contemporary world, it concerns primarily computer networks and cybersecurity, applied in various types of systems, from critical infrastructure [12] to space systems [13] , and more.
Resiliency landscape up to early 2011 has been covered in MITRE report [14] , which listed approximately 320 articles, divided in eight categories, one of them particularly relevant to modeling, resiliency metrics. In current work, a number of more recent papers (dated 2011 and later) were analyzed, with respect to models of resiliency.
The particular objective of this work is to address resiliency assessment of cyberphysical systems in response to multiple external disturbances and internal parameter fluctuations, as follows:
 Identify critical components of resiliency, beyond security, such as reliability, safety, etc.  Develop a process for resiliency assessment in cyberphysical systems.  Apply it to the control-theoretic model of a resilient architecture to assess its resiliency. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II discusses in detail the concept of resiliency, Section III describes the adopted model of resiliency, followed by its expansion in Section IV and a discussion of metrics and measures in Section V. Section VI presents the modeling strategy, and Section VII constitutes the conclusion.
II. THE CONCEPT OF RESILIENCY
To set the stage for serious research on resiliency, some fundamental issues of understanding the concept must be resolved. For example, some authors [12] look at the assessment of resiliency (calling it resilience) from two perspectives: design methods and system operation:
Cyber resilience design methods consider primarily how system architecture and activities enhance the resilience of the system to cyber threats. The second category, operational resilience assessment methods […] consider physical threats and accidents, in addition to cyber threats. The architectural view is advocated in [15] , stating that "Architectural resiliency is the ability of an architecturefor an enterprise, a mission / business segment, a system-ofsystems, a family of systems, or an individual system or component -to enable missions (including cyber defense missions) to anticipate, withstand, recover from, and evolve to address more effectively, cyberdomain attacks."
On the other hand, operational resilience is discussed in detail in [10] , as opposed to enterprise resilience, which in fact is consistent with the architectural perspective. Operational resilience, adopting definition from [16] , is understood as "the organization's ability to adapt to risk that affects its core operational capacities.
[…] A subset of enterprise resilience, operational resilience, focuses on the organization's ability to manage operational risk, whereas enterprise resilience encompasses additional areas of risk such as business risk and credit risk".
In a different perspective, Madni and Jackson [17] describe resilience as the ability to bounce back after a shock or disturbance, and consider it as a "multi-faceted capability of a complex system that encompasses avoiding, absorbing, adapting to, and recovering from disruptions."
To summarize various understandings of resilience, one can see that some views consider resilience as a state of a system, and some others see it as a system property, calling it ability. These two different, although overlapping, ways of studying resilience are adopted in this work. One notion of resiliency relating to the concept of system state encompasses the system architecture view and operational view, and answers the question:
How to build or operate a computing system to make it resilient?
The second notion of resiliency relates to it as an ability, or system property (attribute), and answers a different question:
To what extent (or to what degree), an existing computing system is resilient?
This dual understanding of a concept of resiliency, one based on studying system state (its architecture and/or operation) and the other based on studying a system attribute or property is adopted in this work, with focus on studying and modeling resiliency as a property.
Such dualism in understanding a system related concept is not that uncommon, as it may look at the first glance, and has further consequences. Since there are essentially two notions, two different definitions of these concepts are needed, and possibly two different terms to denote it:
 After [18] , resilience is defined as: the ability to maintain acceptable levels of operation in the presence of abnormal conditions.  Following this definition, we define resiliency as: the extent to which a computing system is able to maintain acceptable levels of operation in the presence of abnormal conditions. These definitions fit into multiple others encountered in the literature. For example, Meyer defines resilience as the persistence of performability when facing changes [19] . Bishop claims [20] that "a resilient system is effectively a survivable system that is capable of restoring not only its performance level back to desired levels, but also the capacity of the system itself to recover, maintaining its ability to sustain future attacks or failures." Others define resilience or resiliency as the ability of restoring original operational capabilities (functionality) after a loss [12] . An overall consensus seems to be that resilience characterizes system's ability to conduct recovery from serious disruption.
As a final remark, regarding the subtle distinction between the notions of resilience and resiliency, one has to mention that the split into two separate notions, one based on system state and the other based on system property, is not specific to resiliency. A similar situation exists, although is rarely articulated, with the concept of security, where in addition to security understood as related to system state, there is a concept of security as a system property. The same situation exists with the two concepts of safety. In these cases, it would be proper to coin a different term for one of those close meanings, and talk about security and secureness and, correspondingly, about safety and safeness.
III. BUILDING A MODEL OF RESILIENCY

A. General Considerations
Building a model of resiliency to explore it is not a new topic. Older papers, referred to in the MITRE study [14] , seem to discuss it in general terms, at the conceptual level, without even using the term model. There has been also a variety of papers published over the years, how to approach studying resilience (resiliency) and building models from the point of view called resilience engineering, for example [5] , [17] , [21] . All these models, however, are primarily conceptual and do not facilitate quantitative, or even qualitative, analysis of resiliency. The major shortcoming of all of such attempts and their corresponding models is the lack of mathematical underpinning.
One point that everyone agrees upon, because it is inherent in essentially all definitions of resilience or resiliency, is the illustration of divergence from desired operational conditions due to a sudden disruption, and successful recovery to the desired state, as shown in Figure  1 , adopted from [20] . The model is expressed in terms of Quality of Service (QoS) varying over time, and represents a dip in performance, understood as diverging from specified operational conditions, which is caused by a sudden disruption at time A. Value of (B-A) represents the time taken for the system to return to its equilibrium state E. Value of (E-C ) represents the maximum disturbance for system marked in blue. Another possible response is shown for system marked in green. Point F represents a QoS below which the system's mission is compromised [20] . This model, being relatively widely adopted, is very illustrative for our purposes, because it splits the concept of resilience into its constituting components:
 the system's equilibrium state E  disturbance or disruption point A  acceptable service degradation level F  maximum divergence from the equilibrium, E-C, and  length of time interval to return to equilibrium, B-A.
The question is now, how to determine these points and intervals, and -once they are determined -how to develop behavioral policies or operational principles for the system to possibly anticipate the potential disruption and to respond to sudden disruptions and recover from degradation of state to fully operational conditions. The rest of this section outlines the process of building such a model.
B. Analogies with Feedback Control and Fault Tolerance
Feedback Control Analogy. Looking at the illustration in Figure 1 , one can immediately find a behavioral analogy with a typical feedback control system, which is shown in Figure 2 . For such system, any disruption caused by disturbances results in changes of the Measured Value, which cause its deviation from the Setpoint, represented as ε. The Controller then is responsible for following the Control Law (an algorithm, which determines respective action) and sending an appropriate Control Signal to the Controlled Object to return it to the equilibrium state, as indicated by the Measured Value. Thus, the analogy with the concept of resilience illustrated in Figure 1 can be described as follows:
 the Setpoint (desired value) in Figure 2 corresponds to the system's equilibrium E, in Figure 1  disturbances in Figure 2 correspond to the disruption at point A in Figure 1  the deviation from the Setpoint, ε, in Figure 2 , corresponds to divergence from the equilibrium, E-C, in Figure 1  the time constant, τ, for the control system in Figure 2 , corresponds to time interval to return to equilibrium, B-A, and  parameters such as overshoot for the control system in Figure 2 may be viewed as corresponding to acceptable service degradation level F in Figure 2 . This analogy is very instructive not only as a simple illustration of concepts. Its primary result is the conceptual formulation of the Design for Resilience problem. Obviously, strict formulation as mathematical description is needed for both the Controlled Object and Disturbances, as well as for the Criterion used as an indicator of the performance of the Controller. Then, a Control Law can be derived using, e.g., linear feedback control theory [22] .
With this in mind, the problem of Design for Resilience (Feedback Control Analogy) can be formulated as follows.
Given (1) the description of the System whose resilience is of concern (analog of the Controlled Object), and (2) the characteristic of the expected Disruptions, develop a Strategy (an analog of a Control Law running on the Controller) to meet a certain Criterion (performance metric) expressed in terms of the distance from the desired state of the System.
There are more analogies between feedback control systems and resilient systems, stemming mostly from the fact that feedback control is very naturally illustrating resilience. For example, to understand effects of sudden disruptions on control systems and draw further analogies with resilient systems, one can talk about step response and impulse response functions [20] , tolerating single or multiple upsets, and so on.
Fault Tolerance Analogy. Feedback control deals mostly with response to external disturbances, which are assumed to negatively affect the Controlled Object (Figure 1 ), be random and well characterized mathematically (for example, described by a Gaussian noise). However, all modern control systems are nowadays implemented digitally, and are significantly expanded dealing with a User (Operator), are connected to the Network, as well as to a Database, which may be viewed as a logical extension of a single Setpoint data value. This is illustrated in Figure 3 . With this complexity of controller interactions, when designing a Controller one has to take into account Controller's internal state, which may be a cause of significant disruptions to the Controlled Object, when a Controller fails. This is the subject of fault tolerance. Fault Tolerance (FT) is a well-developed research domain [23] , which has produced numerous methods, techniques and tools to deal with faults and failures. Some of the methods include: graceful degradation, diversity, redundancy, N-version programming, fail safety, and others [20] . In particular, the techniques related to FT are widely applied in dealing with faults to improve safety of cyberphysical systems: Fault Tree Analysis (FTA), Event Tree Analysis (ETA), Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA), as well as other techniques, such as Markov chains, Petri nets, Hazard and Operability Analysis (HAZOP), etc.
The subject of fault tolerance has been discussed in association with resilience, beginning as early as in 1990 [24] . One specific approach worth mentioning relates it to safety. The paper [17] states that to achieve resilience "The primary implication of external disruptions is that systems need to be built with adequate safety margins to account for uncertainty." Technically, in safety engineering, external disruptions are representing hazards and in the model from Figure 3 can be viewed as affecting the Controlled Object, as specific disturbances. Formally, a hazard is an intrinsic property or condition that has the potential to cause harm or damage [25] . To assure resilience, the Controller has to be designed to deal with safety hazards, but they are not always easy to capture and are especially difficult to account for in case of hardware or software faults.
Assuming that a fault in the Controller hardware or software, when activated, may cause a failure that will negatively affect the behavior of the Controlled Object, one can reformulate the Design for Resilience (Fault Tolerance Analogy) problem as follows.
Given (1) 
C. Including Security
When dealing with resilience one has to keep in mind that such discussions always involve cybersecurity [25] - [27] , which is nowadays considered a primary factor in studying resilience. Nevertheless, any discussion involving security issues and its relationship to resilience is usually selfcontained and almost never involves one other important constituting factor of resilience, which is safety.
One has to remember, however, that security and safety are two sides of the same coin, mutually complementary aspects of resilience. According to the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) [28] , safety is defined as "freedom from unacceptable risk to the outside from the functional and physical units considered" whereas security is defined as "freedom from unacceptable risk to the physical units considered from the outside." Translating this into the language used in the current report:
 Safety is concerned when a Controller failure leads to severe consequences (high risk) to the environment (including Controlled Object);  Security is concerned when a Controller failure to protect assets (a breach) leads to severe consequences (high risk) to the Controller itself (and potentially to the Controlled Object). There are numerous definitions of security as a system property, but the one that is the most valuable should include the C+I+A (Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability) factors. In this view, the definition adopted from [29] reads as follows:
Security -the extent to which information and data are protected so that unauthorized persons or systems cannot read or modify them and authorized persons or systems are not denied access to them. A key element in this definition is "unauthorized access." From the perspective of protecting the system, this unauthorized access is called a threat. A corresponding definition taken from [28] 
reads as follows:
Threat -a state of the system or system environment which can lead to adverse effect in one or more given risk dimensions. Assuming that a threat comes from the environment, as in the definition above, one can reflect it in the adjusted diagram of the control system used in the model of resilience (Figure 4 ). The new diagram shows that multiple Controller interfaces, the one to the Controlled Object, those to the User (Operator), the Network, and the Database, are all subject to security threats, thus forming the attack surface.
More importantly, to take the analogy further, just like control theory assumes that the Controlled Object is subject to Disturbances, security theory, if one is developed for this model, or resilience engineering, could assume that known or unknown Threats play the role of Disturbances to the Controller. Threats can only be effective if they exploit some weaknesses of the Controller called vulnerabilities. In this model, vulnerabilities affecting the controller are endangering the system assets that can be exploited by one or more threats. The formal definition [30] reads as follows:
Vulnerability -a weakness in an information system, system security procedures, internal controls, or implementation that could be exploited by a threat source. Given (1) 
the description of the System whose resilience is of concern, (2) the characteristic of the expected external Disruptions, including Hazards and Threats, (3) the characteristics of internal Faults and Vulnerabilities, develop a Strategy (an analog of a Control Law running on the Controller) to meet a certain Criterion (performance metric) expressed in terms of the distance from the desired state of the System.
IV. VERIFICATION AND EXPANSION OF THE MODEL
The Verification Problem can be formulated as follows:
Given (1)  First, to see whether or not the structural components of resiliency discussed in other papers fit into our model, which would serve the purpose of model validation.  Second, to see whether or not a Performance Metric can be developed that would be useful in assisting in the assessment of resiliency. The MITRE resilience review report [14] does not build any specific model of resilience, but introduces an interesting taxonomy composed of eight resilience categories. The categories differ regarding the ways how the resilience is implemented and their relation to the system components and events as presented in Figure 4 . The taxonomy of resilience categories include: Adaptive Response, Deception, Detection/Monitoring, Dynamic Variations, Resilience Integrity, Isolation/Containment, Metrics/Assessment, and Cross-Area.
Rieger et al. [11] state that "resilience describes how systems operate at an acceptable level of normalcy despite disturbances or threats" and define explicitly a Resilient Control System as the one "that maintains state awareness and an accepted level of operational normalcy in response to disturbances, including threats of an unexpected and malicious nature." Thus, the definition is strictly consistent with the view presented earlier in this section. Among the specific issues to be considered when addressing the notion of resilience, the authors listed: latency, physical degradation, cyber security, and human performance.
Strigini [21] presents an interesting perspective on resilience, deriving the word from the Latin verb resilire (resalire: to jump back), which literally means "the tendency or ability to spring back, and thus the ability of a body to recover its normal size and shape after being pushed or pulled out of shape, and therefore figuratively any ability to recover to normality after a disturbance." He confirms the technical meaning of the term referring "to materials recovering elastically after being compressed, and also in a variety of disciplines to designate properties related to being able to withstand shocks and deviations from the intended state and go back to a pre-existing, or a desirable or acceptable, state." The paper also confirms the approach presented here to building a model of resiliency, referring to feedback control and stability, as well as to fault tolerance and redundancy.
To summarize, the papers by Rieger et al. [11] and Strigini [21] address concepts directly compatible with those proposed when building the model of a resilient system in Figure 4 . It contains a control system as an example of a cyberphysical system and includes all related components: threats that can exploit vulnerabilities in the controller, hazards/threats that may activate controller's faults, and a hypothetical attack surface that consists of four interfaces through which the controller interacts with the world. Thus, the model of a resilient system is nearly complete and can be viewed as validated. As indicated in the analysis of the MITRE report [14] , an extension of the initial model is proposed, which includes an abstraction of an Attacker, capturing the essence of his actions, which is also illustrated in Figure 4 .
V. RESILIENCY METRICS AND MEASURES
A number of authors discuss various aspects of assessing resiliency, presenting numerous metrics and measures, using these terms interchangeably. For example, Strigini [21] discusses the entire array of measures related to quantitative reasoning about resilience (they should be in fact called metrics), including the following:
 measures of dependability in the presence of disturbances, which may be estimated empirically in operation or in a laboratory, or through probabilistic models (as functions of measures at component level)  measures of the amount of disturbances that a system can tolerate, typically obtained from analyzing a system's design  measures of probability of correct service given that a disturbance occurred ("coverage factors"), typically estimated empirically, often in a laboratory. Additional measures for less technical categories of systems listed in [21] include:
 buffering capacity, which is essentially an "extent of tolerable disturbances";  flexibility versus stiffness: the system's ability to restructure itself in response to external changes of pressure;  margin: how closely or how precarious the system is operating relative to one or another kind of performance boundary;  tolerance: how a system behaves near a boundarywhether the system gracefully degrades as stress/pressure increase or collapses quickly when pressure exceeds adaptive capacity; In [17] , the authors state that the "framework for resilience engineering is based on four key pillars: disruptions, system attributes, methods, and metrics," but do not create a more formal model of resilience beyond listing a number of components for each "pillar." The most interesting from our perspective are the Metrics, which include the following: time/cost to restore operation, time/cost to restore configuration (reconfigure), time/cost to restore functionality/performance, degree to which predisruption state is restored, potential disruption circumvented, and successful adaptations with time and cost constraints.
Almeida et al. [31] use a model similar to ours, but much less detailed, to reason about resilience of self-adaptive systems, calling the assessment process "benchmarking." They use several service related metrics, including:
 Performance: the number of operations the system is able to perform per unit time.  Uptime: measure of the time the system is available during the benchmark procedure.  Robustness: requires assessing the relative number of perturbations the system deals with gracefully, while maintaining system attributes values close to the desired specifications. To better characterize self-adaptation capability, they consider other metrics that include:
 Time to react: the time elapsed from the exposure of the system to a perturbation until its recognition and decision to act upon.  Time to adapt: the time necessary to execute the decided adaptation.  Time to stabilize: the time the system takes to stabilize its operation. Finally, stating that "as a system's ability to successfully adapt to perturbations depends on correctly deciding which perturbations to act upon, and doing it in a timely fashion," they include two additional metrics:
 Sensitivity: represents the ratio of adaptations performed to the number of perturbations submitted to the system.  Degree of autonomy: portrays the system dependency on human operators. On the other hand, Ramuhalli et al. [26] have a critical view of this approach to resilience metrics and state the following: "The bulk of these metrics are focused on system-level quantities (such as time to recover from an attack, percentage of available services, etc.). While these are important and help characterize the system performance, these are difficult to use for dynamic reconstitution, as computing such metrics in real-time (as the system is being reconstituted) from knowledge of only the configuration and/or connectivity is difficult." What they propose to use instead are indirect metrics and including graph metrics, "such as diameter, algebraic connectivity, average path length, clustering coefficient, although other graph statistics may be relevant and computable in real-time."
In an extensive report, Bodeau et al. [32] distinguish between two broad types of metrics relevant to cyber resiliency:
 Technical metrics, which evaluate the behavior of technologies and of technology dependent mission/business processes (particularly cyber defense processes);  Organizational metrics, which evaluate organizational processes for resilience (in which cyber resiliency isor should be -a consideration). Both categories are, however, related to a much higher level of resiliency than that concerned in cyberphysical systems.
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VI. MODELING STRATEGY
The essence of resilience is not to guarantee absolute protection against attacks or failures, but to provide successful recovery after disruptions. For example, Ramuhalli and his group at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory understand resilience as the degree of stability of the system at or near any operational state [33] . Similar views have been expressed by researchers at the Idaho National Laboratory [11] and others. Consequently, Vugrin et al., at SANDIA [34] state that "the cybersecurity community has voiced the opinion that cybersecurity strategies must expand beyond the protection-centric focus to incorporate cyber resilience principles." This has been advocated even earlier, by a national panel of researchers [35] , stating that in case of a disruption such as an imminent security breach, what "cyberphysical systems require is either reconfiguration to reacquire the needed resources automatically or graceful degradation if they are not available."
In previous research, the authors have addressed this problem with respect to security [36] . An essential assumption in this approach was that a security breach may not necessarily cause complete system failure but just degradation of system services. The effects of a security breach were analyzed with respect to changes of system behavior in the following states: normal state, several degraded states (depending on the system or application), and failure state. The results led to a better understanding of consequences of such breaches and improvement of security policies.
The same strategy is applied in case of modeling resiliency. First, based on the model of resiliency developed in Section III, involving safety and security as essential resiliency components, an extended model is proposed involving an Attacker. Then, the Performance Metric can be used, which adequately reflects the distance between the Normal and Degraded states. Finally, a simulation tool is applied to evaluate resiliency under various scenarios.
The modeling process involves the Model-Based Environment, Möbius [37] which includes a number of modeling formalisms assisting in system performance and dependability modeling.
One of these formalisms involves Fault Trees that are widely used for modeling system safety property. An illustrative example of a car engine and wheels control, as a case of a cyberphysical system, is shown in Figure 5 [37] , as an AND tree for potential engine failure, and can be enhanced by an OR tree for wheel failure. Running the simulator for a specific set of parameters constitutes an experiment, which results in calculating means and variances confirming specific hypotheses that can be related to safety evolving over time as a component of resiliency.
A newer modeling formalism, the Adversary VIew Security Evaluation (ADVISE) was developed recently to enhance Möbius and provide means for quantitative, statebased analysis of system security [38] . Building the ADVISE model relies on constructing an attack execution graph describing steps that an attacker might attempt to achieve specific goals. In addition, various attributes of the attacker are defined in his profile. Essential in the ADVISE model, the attack execution graphs (AEG) consist of attack step nodes, state variable nodes, and directed arcs between both types of nodes. State variable nodes store the state of a model during execution. During the run of an ADVISE model, the attacker (called an adversary) evaluates the state of the system, determines the most attractive attack step and attempts it. This decision process is repeated throughout the entire run of simulation.
ADVISE takes advantage of the Abstract Functional Interface (AFI) that facilitates the addition of new modeling formalism modules and new solver modules. Thanks to this feature, ADVISE models are designed to be composable with other Möbius models. It is anticipated that this capability can be used to combine security analysis in ADVISE with safety analysis using Möbius fault tree models for joint assessment of resiliency. Metrics for the assessment can be defined using the standard performance model available in Möbius, such as reward code expressions and impulse rewards. Specific metrics can be constructed to assess accomplishment of the goals by an attacker and risks associated with safety violations, to draw conclusions about resiliency levels.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper addressed the assessment of resiliency of cyberphysical system in response to external disturbances, understood as hazards and threats causing safety and security violations, respectively, and related internal defects known as faults and vulnerabilities. A combined model for resiliency modeling and assessment was built, based on the view of feedback control theory enhanced with principles of fault tolerance. This model was validated against the recent literature and enhanced with the view of potential attackers.
Resilience metrics were reviewed and analyzed by analogy with performance measures of the control system to assist in Design for Resilience. With the multitude of different approaches to resilience metrics and measures, it is suggested that those measures be selected, which best address the distance between the desired state of a system and the disrupted state level. The modeling strategy was proposed, based on using the Möbius modeling tool, which can address both security and safety issues as components of resiliency. Future work will involve combined simulations of fault-tree based (safety) and ADVISE models (security).
